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Why GIS for Mapping Organizations
National mapping and cartographic organizations are responsible
for managing large volumes of data and producing standardized
maps and charts. GIS provides an agile, scalable architecture that
supports their requirements and workflows.
Esri’s GIS gives mapping organizations in both the civilian and
defense domains worldwide the ability to efficiently produce
and maintain mapping databases and publication-quality map
products. Data and map production can be streamlined, enabling
mapping organizations to do more with fewer resources.
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Making More and Better
Maps and Charts Faster
GIS is entering a new modality where advances in technology,
measurement, software, science, and open data policies are
creating a universal geospatial infrastructure. The proliferation
of online geospatial information coming from both official and
volunteered sources makes the jobs of authoritative content
producers at mapping and charting organizations more critical.
These organizations make up the core of the geospatial
infrastructure, creating the foundational spatial information
for GIS systems. They have the responsibility of providing the
quality, accurate geospatial data and maps or charts that other
organizations—and sometimes even lives—depend on.
In this fast-paced online, on-demand environment, the primary
challenges faced by mapping and charting organizations are
time, resources, and a difficult economic climate—the conundrum
epitomized by the phrase "good, fast, and cost-effective—pick
two." For authoritative content producers, ignoring "good" is not
an option, so they are caught between the seemingly opposing

Commercial GIS has evolved to help mapping and charting
organizations efficiently manage, validate, and incorporate
the increased variety and volume of information available. By
putting focus and emphasis on managing the data content, these
organizations are able to generate multiple outputs from a single
source and achieve significant efficiency and quality improvements
over traditional "stovepipe" production lines.

choices of producing data, maps, and charts quickly or doing so

is synonymous with national mapping agency, any group

cost-effectively.

responsible for producing geospatial data, maps, and charts

This challenge applies regardless of the size of the organization.
While in many countries, mapping and charting organization
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with exacting quality and output requirements faces the same
challenge, whether it's a commercial entity; city, county, or state
department; small GIS consultancy shop; or outsource contractor.
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All must produce more and better maps or charts faster than

easily configurable for organization-specific standards and help

in the past while incorporating more sources and types of

mapping and charting organizations achieve economies of scale

information (including volunteered geographic information, or

by better managing, validating, and incorporating the increased

VGI).

variety and volume of information available. By putting focus

As demonstrated in the articles presented in this mapping and
charting special section, mapping and charting organizations
rely on GIS to help them, leveraging geodatabase technology to
support the workflow of collecting, managing, producing, and

and emphasis on managing the data content, mapping and
charting organizations are able to generate multiple outputs
from a single source and achieve significant efficiency and quality
improvements over traditional "stovepipe" production lines.

exploiting data. Commercial GIS has evolved to further support

The geospatial world is moving increasingly toward an open

these organizations and allow them to achieve both fast and cost-

geospatial infrastructure that connects producers and users of

effective production. The ArcGIS system and ArcGIS software-

authoritative source datasets via the web. Commercial GIS is

based commercial off-the-shelf solutions have been designed to

evolving to support mapping and charting organizations in their

optimize production processes, orchestrating an organization's

missions and in their participation in this new world by enabling

GIS to support standardization, efficiency, and repeatability. They

them to improve the speed and accuracy of their data, maps,

support a collaborative shared work environment to ensure that

and charts without increasing resources—good, fast, and cost-

teams follow the same rules whether sitting in the same room or

effective.

across the world from each other. This means that organizations
working with contractors can impose the same workflows, quality
rules, and production standards on those contractors as used

For more information, visit esri.com/map-chart-dataproduction.
(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2011 issue of ArcNews.)

inside the organization. It also means that even the smallest
departments can collaborate effectively with their stakeholders or
contractors in such a way as to operate like a much larger one.
ArcGIS offers solutions for topographic, aeronautical, and nautical
organizations, supporting industry-specific standards for those
organizations. ArcGIS also provides extensions for managing
GIS workflows or automating the data quality process. All are
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Russia Introduces E-government
Federal Geoportal Provides Access to Cadastral Information
Highlights
• ArcGIS for Server stores and delivers Russian cadastral data.
• ArcGIS was used to create an automated workflow for the task
of converting data.
• Because of GIS, citizens receive real estate documents more
quickly and cheaply than before.
Russia is the largest country in the world, covering more than
a ninth of the earth's land area. Spanning nine time zones, it is
home to 143 million people. Managing the property rights for so
many across this vast landscape is a monumental task.
Until a few years ago, Russian property rights, cadastre, and
mapping were managed by separate agencies. This meant
that while the Russian cadastre was completely mapped and
recorded, the data was not consolidated. Changes in legislation
to improve public-oriented services led to merging these
functions. A federal law was adopted requiring the country's
cadastre information to be made accessible to the general
public over the Internet in the form of maps. Displaying cadastral
information in this form would make the information easier to
understand by the people who need it.
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Descriptive information, including land types, can be explored by
members of the community.

Today, legislative and regulatory issues related to cadastral
matters are managed by one agency, the Ministry of Economic
Development. A public geoportal run by the Federal Service of
State Registration Cadastre and Mapping of Russia (Rosreestr)
(maps.rosreestr.ru/portal) now stores and delivers Russian
cadastral data. Data comes from the Federal Real Estate Cadastre

Russia Introduces E-government
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and includes information for registration of rights, receipt of

status in March 2010. Initial data processing to consolidate

information, and documentation. The geoportal provides the

all the data took six months, and today the data is upgraded

means for anyone to access unclassified data for the entire

automatically on a daily basis. The portal now contains cadastral

country quickly and reliably. Using the site, Russian citizens can

data covering 70 percent of Russian territory, and complete

receive real estate documents more quickly and cheaply than by

coverage for the country is expected by the end of 2011.

standing in line at the government agency to request information,
then waiting for their documents to be sent via post.

From Thousands of Systems to One

"To date, the system provides an end-to-end solution for those

Descriptive data for the land plots came from more than 2,500

who need information from the state cadastre in electronic

organizations, using thousands of different systems. The data was

format," says Sergey Sapelnikov, deputy director of Rosreestr.

first delivered in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format for

"This public cadastral portal is a showcase for state Internet
services in the country."

Thousands Use the Automated System
The public cadastre map includes data layers on land parcels;
buildings; state, municipal, and city administrative borders; land
zone borders; cadastre districts; and the geodetic network.
Currently, there are more than 60 million land parcels in the
system, and on average, 12,000 users per day use the system.
Development of the portal was awarded to the Federal Cadastral
Center, Zemlya, with DATA+, the professional services arm of
Esri CIS Limited, Esri's distributor in the Commonwealth of
Independent States, serving as a systems integrator. Working
with the Ministry of Economic Development, DATA+ began
development at the end of 2009 and launched into production
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More than 60 million land plots can be searched using Russia's public
geospatial portal, Rosreestr.
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ease of readability and assembly into one system. None of the

Sapelnikov. "This makes them available for quick viewing over the

data at that point contained spatial information.

Internet."

Assimilating the spatial information was a huge task: coordinates

Base topographic map scales that were created for zooming are

for the plots were in one of 20,000 different local coordinate

1:10,000, 1:50,000, 1:100,000, 1:500,000, and 1:1,000,000. To get

systems. Most of this cadastral information was stored in either

an idea of the massive size of the land that is mapped, consider

MapInfo Interchange or GIS ObjectLand format. Esri CIS staff

that there are 13,000 map sheets at 1:100,000 scale and 40,000

calculated parameters for a system of coordinates for the

sheets at 1:50,000 to give complete coverage of the country.

cadastre, implementing the Gauss-Krüger projection with a
spheroid of Krassovsky.

The portal contains background imagery from an ArcGIS Online
data service. Using background imagery makes the maps even

The staff created an XML parser to convert the XML documents

more recognizable to those who need them. "We have found that

into geographic objects and features. This made the data easier

this service has the highest precision among similar services that

to manipulate with JavaScript applications. Esri ArcGIS was then

are available," says Sapelnikov.

used to automate the data process, and the data was stored in
a file geodatabase using Oracle RDBMS. ModelBuilder, Python
scripts, and C# applications in ArcGIS were used to create an
automated workflow for the task of converting the data. Once the
data was created and stored, topographic maps were prepared
and published.

Viewing 300 Gigabytes of Data
Quickly over the Internet
A cluster of servers balances a load composed of 55 gigabytes of

Cadastre data includes both cadastre divisions and land plots.
To date, 65 of the 88 oblasts, which are similar to states, and
50,600,000 land plots have been entered into the system.
All Russian territory will be covered by the end of 2011.
Plots or properties that are frequently searched, such as in
densely populated areas, are optimized for quick viewing. For
example, while there are 1,108 cities and towns in Russia, the
majority of people live in the capital city of Moscow as well as
Saint Petersburg. Consequently, most cadastral searches are
performed on these cities.

vector cadastral data and 250 gigabytes of cached topographic
maps. "Since the maps don't change very often, they can be
prepared in advance and published by a caching service," says
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Online Cadastral Data Leads to More Services
The Ministry of Economic Development, which promotes housing

These services went live in spring 2011, and already almost one
million statements have been issued.

development, greenfield urbanization, and support of future

Web services for Rosreestr have been created using JavaScript,

growth, is finding that the portal is speeding up the receipt

which makes them available for others who want to build their

of necessary legal documents. The time frame for obtaining

own applications and provide additional services.

cadastre certificates and registration of land plots has been
greatly reduced by having information consolidated and in a

(This article originally appeared in the Fall 2011 issue of ArcNews.)

uniform format.
The portal offers several state services—both at no cost and for
a fee—through the public cadastre maps. Free public reference
services include the ability to find and map the parcel cadastre
number and address, land status, parcel area, land-use category,
assessed value of the parcel or property, parcel or property
statements for reference purposes, and contact information of a
local land administration.
Rosreestr also allows members of the community to explore the
data in ways they have not been able to do before. Different
kinds of thematic maps can be created of the attributes included
in the data. For example, maps can be created displaying the cost
of the cadastre, estimated mass value for taxation, specific values
depending on land category, and the many kinds of land use.
Paid services are legally acknowledged by all authorities. These
include the country's legitimate federal cadastre statement,
federal property rights register statement, and digital signing.
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Swiss National Mapping Agency Breaks
New Ground in Geodata Products
Highlights
• Using GIS and photogrammetry in an integrated way,
updating spatial information takes less time.
• The workflow implemented using ArcGIS streamlines
production processes.
• Data is collected and stored in 3D, allowing z-values to be
leveraged.
Traditionally, the key task of national mapping agencies like
swisstopo (the Swiss Federal Office of Topography) has been the

TOPGIS successfully marries GIS and digital photogrammetry,
providing the infrastructure for the production of the TLM and DTM
(images and maps courtesy of swisstopo, © 2009 swisstopo).

production of national map series. In recent years, the need for

Topographic Landscape Model (TLM) of Switzerland, as well as

digital topographic base data has continued to increase because

update a corresponding digital terrain model (DTM).

it is used to produce printed paper maps, as well as a variety of
products, including digital multimedia products, digital elevation
models, and 3D city models. For swisstopo, the increasing
demand for better, more up-to-date, and more diverse digital
data has meant that the generation and rapid updating of such
products has taken on a high level of importance.

The TLM serves as the base landscape model for Switzerland's
spatial data infrastructure and is a central dataset from which
many products can be derived. Every feature of the TLM is stored
in a geodatabase with better than one-meter accuracy in all three
dimensions. Using this process has a number of advantages for
swisstopo: processes are streamlined, the time to market for

To create this new type of topographic data products, swisstopo

products is reduced, data is more accurate, and a 3D model is

established a production infrastructure called TOPGIS.

created.

This system is used to create, manage, and update the new
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TOPGIS Streamlines Data Production
TOPGIS is used to capture, update, and administer the TLM and

mass points and breaklines and is photogrammetrically updated
simultaneously with the updating of the TLM.

DTM. The system was created by ESRI Schweiz AG, a distributor
of Esri's products in Switzerland, and is based entirely on ArcGIS,

3D Data Capture

including desktop, server, and mobile GIS components. Stereo

The third dimension of the TLM is captured either

photogrammetry is fully integrated through Stereo Analyst for

photogrammetrically based on high-resolution ADS40/

ArcGIS from ERDAS, Inc., which gives swisstopo stereo collection

ADS80 stereo imagery or, alternatively, by monoplotting using

capabilities inside the ArcGIS environment.

orthophotos and the DTM.

TOPGIS was designed to solve the challenges swisstopo faces in

Twenty-inch planar stereo screens are used for stereo viewing.

data production. Workflows need to be addressed because up

The polarized left lens of the glasses blocks light from the top

to 50 users may be working on several delivery versions of TLM

monitor, while light from the lower monitor is blocked by the

in parallel. Operator productivity and system performance are

right lens. This technology allows flicker-free operation under any

crucial. Compared to the previous VECTOR25 landscape model

office's ambient light.

used at swisstopo, the operators need to capture significantly
more detailed data in a shorter amount of time. The production
of a primary 3D model must also be addressed. This means that
each vertex of each object must have accurate z-values.
As the national base landscape model, the TLM is seamless and
covers all of Switzerland. It consists of 10 thematic categories
ranging from land cover to man-made objects and, once
complete, will contain approximately 20 million objects. These
objects and all related information are stored in a geodatabase.
Every vertex of the TLM objects has x-, y-, and z-coordinates,

Three-dimensional stereo mode is used in many situations, such
as when capturing objects that form or shape the terrain, for
example, waterways, roads, and railways; to edit the DTM; and to
capture the heights of objects, such as roofs, electric poles, and
bridges.
Although the TLM is 3D, not all objects are edited in stereo
mode. This is because they "sit" on the terrain, so they assume
their z-values from the underlying DTM. Some examples include
hiking trails, land cover, and boundaries.

so objects in the TLM can and should stay consistent with the

In TOPGIS, mono and stereo capture are seamlessly integrated.

DTM. Originally captured by a lidar sensor, the DTM includes

To change modes, the operator simply moves the cursor from the
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3D screen to the 2D screen or vice versa. All objects are always

Tablet PCs and GPS receivers. The data is checked out from the

visible on both screens.

central database in the office and subsequently edited in the
field. Because Tablet PCs are used, the full functionality of ArcGIS

Parallel-Release Cycles of Products Are Possible
Using the geodatabase allows swisstopo to create and maintain
multiple parallel-release cycles of the TLM. Within each release
cycle, the operators' work is organized into work units that

is available to the field topographer. The GUI differs only slightly
from the office mono clients. Support for GPS data capture and
GPS postprocessing is supplied by the GPS Analyst for ArcGIS
extension from Esri Partner Trimble Navigation Limited.

define a perimeter within which a defined set of layers can be
edited. Automated batch jobs reconcile the operators' daily
work with the release cycle during the night, which helps prevent
uncontrolled growth of the database state lineage tree.
During the reconciliation step, conflicts may be detected
between the edits of different operators. For example, a road
object extending over more than one work unit may have been
edited by several users. The system will first try to automatically
resolve conflicts. If automatic resolution is not possible, TOPGIS
assigns the conflicts to a work list that is subsequently checked
and manually resolved by an administrator.

TLM data overlaid on an orthophoto (© 2009 swisstopo).

Periodically during data collection, and particularly when a
release cycle is completed, a multilevel, rule-based quality
assurance system ensures that a predefined level of quality

Increased Productivity

is met. This modular, high-performance QA system was built

To minimize the number of mouse clicks, mouse movements, and

especially for TOPGIS and includes 3D tests.

menu calls, special tools and mechanisms were built.

One step in the TLM production chain is improving and

All relevant edit tools are available on a configurable toolbar for

completing the TLM data in the field using ruggedized handheld

direct access. This toolbar can also be displayed as a pop-up
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menu at the current cursor position. A number of specialized

availability, a DBMS failover mechanism is used. (Failover is the

tools were developed, for example, for automatically adjusting

capability to switch over automatically to a redundant standby

complex geometries to each other.

database.)

As the user selects which object to capture next, TOPGIS

In operation since 2008, TOPGIS successfully marries GIS and

automatically sets all the edit properties, e.g., snap settings,

digital photogrammetry, providing the infrastructure for the

z-capture rules, and default attributes, based on the type of

production of the TLM and DTM. This modern infrastructure

object behind the scenes. These settings are predefined by an

has a strong emphasis on productivity and workflows, allowing

administrator and loaded automatically depending on the actual

swisstopo to efficiently produce an up-to-date, primary 3D

context. The operator can override the defaults if needed.

dataset designed to serve as the basis for a variety of products—

A rule engine enforces a set of consistency rules at each edit
operation, helping the user prevent errors while editing. The rule

not just maps.
(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2011 issue of ArcNews.)

engine is designed in a way that the user is not distracted by any
delay.
Because TOPGIS integrates desktop, server, and mobile GIS,
as well as digital photogrammetry, no data conversion steps
are necessary to traverse system boundaries, as it used to be
with previous solutions. Conversion is only necessary when
data from third parties is imported, such as road authorities or
national mapping agencies of neighboring countries, or when
products are exported for customers. An individually developed
component called DataHub, based on Esri Partner Safe
Software's FME, is used to do import and export jobs.
The hardware and software infrastructure supporting the
productivity of TOPGIS is designed to ensure short response
times even with the large data volumes used. To ensure
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Multinational Mapmaking in the Czech Republic
A Database-centric Approach to Mapping Distant Territories
Highlights
• Esri's Defense Solution produces high-quality military
cartographic products quickly.
• Map portrayal and readability are improved with ArcGIS
geoprocessing tools.
• ArcGIS projects serve as a place for map composition
creation.
The Geographical Service (GeoS) of the Armed Forces of the
Czech Republic has produced high-quality national maps for the
country for decades. This experience has led the organization to
offer its services to the Multinational Geospatial Co-Production
Program (MGCP), an international program that brings together
28 participating countries from all over the world to assist in data
production for countries where commercial satellite imagery is
usually the only data source.
GeoS has been producing the maps, called MGCP Derived
Graphics (MDG), since 2007. These maps resemble Topographic
Line Maps at 1:50,000 scale (TLM50) and are used to support
international humanitarian and peacekeeping operations in these
countries.
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GeoS produces maps for the Multinational Geospatial Co-Production
Program, like this one for the country of Afghanistan.

A longtime user of Esri technology, the Military Geographic and
Hydrometeorological Office (MGHO) that serves as the executive
body of GeoS chose ArcGIS, including Esri Defense Mapping,
to produce the MDG maps. GeoS was looking for a system
that would provide a broad range of tools for various military

Multinational Mapmaking in the Czech Republic
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geographic applications. Esri Defense Mapping is used by 25 of

them, providing administrative boundaries, and determining

the 28 participating nations to help promote standardization

appropriate map composition and finishing.

of features and maps within the MGCP working group. This,
coupled with the capabilities for building and maintaining digital
databases and producing high-quality cartography, led the
organization to choose Esri Defense Mapping for its military
mapping. As a result, MGHO has built its own digital production
system based on the ArcGIS platform for the MDG production
workflow.

A Workflow for Producing Maps Quickly

Cartographic Tools Provide Sophisticated Symbology
The cartographic tools in ArcGIS help GeoS create the correct
symbology on the generated map. Technically, two new
attributes must be added inside each feature class with a
cartographic representation definition: the rule and the override.
In general, a rule is represented by a symbol and its behavior,
while an override serves as a place to store exceptions to the rule.
Appropriate symbology rules have been defined for each feature

One of the typical operational requirements coming from military

class inside the MGCP database, and each feature is represented

and civilian data users is to quickly prepare the TLM50‑like

by one rule.

map for a distant territory. As most cartographers know, this
task is quite complex. The source geospatial data must be
obtained in the correct format and a map created according
to the specifications, including properly applied symbology.
Cartographic noise, such as overlapping text on the map, must
be deleted, and surrounding elements need to be refined. Finally,
the map needs to be published as either a printed or digital copy.
All this must be finished and delivered in a specified time frame,
which is usually short.
Using ArcGIS, GeoS has a workflow that resolves several
key issues when publishing these maps in such a short time
frame. Staff are able to do several important tasks with ease,

A simplified workflow for creating high-quality military cartographic
products by GeoS.

including creating appropriate symbology sets and harmonizing
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Rule matching for each feature is based on properly defined

Esri software has been used successfully in two editions of MDG

attribute combinations. This database-driven approach to

and will continue to be the technology of choice. Using the

symbolization provides many advantages: Both the digital

software to create MDG data and maps helps GeoS customers

landscape model and the digital cartographic model can coexist

receive rapid map output of the highest quality.

in one dataset. Geometry edits of cartographic representations
do not change the original feature geometry. Quick symbology

(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2011 issue of ArcNews.)

matching based on attribute combinations is achieved through
a user-defined Python script that has been compiled for
converting the landscape model into the cartographic model.
The out-of-the-box MGCP symbology supplied with Esri Defense
Mapping enables quick and efficient cartographic production.
Improved cartographic refinement tools, both automatic
and semiautomatic, can be used, including rotation, visibility
management, and shifting.
Since the MGCP program does not provide elevation data and
delta features, other data sources must be exploited to fill gaps in
the map content. User-defined tools for processing these sources
have been established, such as an ArcGIS geoprocessing model
for assembling and successfully applying spot height generation.
Digital Terrain Elevation Data level 2 was implemented to create
contour lines, as well as shaded relief. This helps improve terrain
portrayal and map readability.
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Digital Mapping Is Cutting Edge in Tasmania
GIS Provides Tools to Streamline Cartographic Processes in the Australian State
Highlights
• With ArcGIS software, mapping attributes are geodatabase
generated.
• Data can be updated and edited quickly with fewer errors.
• The Maplex for ArcGIS extension easily manages
symbolization and placement of annotation.
Tasmania is Australia's only island state, consisting of more than
300 islands. Made up of 1,000 mountain peaks and some of the
world's rarest animals, the state is a popular tourist destination.
As a vacation spot, it has much to do; more than 40 percent of
the state is national park and reserved land.
Managing the state responsibly is no small feat, and to do
so, it is important to know where everything is located. This
task is managed by the state government's Department of
Primary Industries and Water. Branded TASMAP in the 1970s,
the mapping group creates a variety of topographic mapping
products, from a wide range of series maps to national park
maps, tourism products, and a comprehensive street atlas.

GIS helped the Tasmanian government's Department of Primary
Industries and Water (TASMAP) move forward to a modern, efficient
mapping production system.

The most popular map series is the 1:25,000-scale map series,
which began in the late 1970s and consists of 415 maps covering
the entire state. This map series provides large-scale basemaps
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for all of Tasmania and consists of topographic information, such
as elevation, water bodies, and government landmarks, along
with property information.
"Completing this series was a huge task," says Mark Chilcott,
spatial operations, Geodata Services, Department of Primary
Industries and Water. "We are now in a revision cycle to update
the maps, some of which are now more than 20 years old."
Obviously, producing 415 maps leaves limited resources, and
employing GIS technology allows more efficient production
management. "The question is always, which one do I work
on?" states Chilcott. Following a selection process 10 years ago,

for management of the spatial data; and FME 2008 to extract,

TASMAP chose Esri GIS software to manage, create, and edit all

transform, and load (ETL) data. FME 2008 is from Safe Software

necessary map layers digitally. In 2004, TASMAP upgraded to

Inc. (Surrey, British Columbia, Canada), Business Partner of Esri

ArcGIS Server. Moving to GIS has helped the department update

Canada Limited, Esri's international distributor in Canada. When

mapping information more quickly and also allowed them to offer

maps are completed, they are sent via PDF file for offset printing.

maps for sale and free downloadover the Internet. When moving
to the digital age, TASMAP focused on building on the past to
look toward the future.
"It was important we didn't reinvent the wheel," says Chilcott.

Upgrading TASMAP's mapping process was broken down
into four main areas: marginal information, data extraction
and geoprocessing, cartographic editing and production, and
printing.

"Cartography is not a dead art; it is very much a required skill.
And while the specifications for creating maps are the same, the
methods are obviously quite different."

Marginal Information
All marginal information is stored as an attribute to the feature

GIS helped TASMAP move forward to a modern, efficient

that represents the map. All changes to the attributes are

mapping production system. Specifically, the organization

managed through an easy-to-use form that simplifies editing and

uses ArcInfo 9.3 for data input and editing; ArcGIS Server 9.3

reduces the potential for mistakes.
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For example, map marginal information involved creating an
ArcGIS Desktop template that sets out the page size and location
of all the "objects." The template contains the map frame and all
the marginal information, including map name and number, north
arrow, grid reference, climate graph, and any other information
required. Feature classes represent both map extents and
attributes that can be calculated for all the marginal information
objects. Even the north arrow is calculated from a formula, since
magnetic north changes from year to year.
Grid references are created from a sample point that is unique
for each map. A staff member edits data for new points and
precalculates the Universal Grid Reference. Climate graphs
are created from climate data obtained from the Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM). Map names, numbers, editions, and dates,
as well as the cover and location box, are also objects created
from code.

Data Extraction and Geoprocessing
Extraction and geoprocessing of the map data are performed
on the editor's desktop in a personal geodatabase with FME
software. Using this software to build graphic geoprocessing
models automates data manipulation from a variety of sources.
New information is created by applying geoprocessing
operations to existing data, such as clip to boundary; making
single layers into multiple layers; joining lookup tables; and
rotating objects like waterfalls to rivers, gates to roads, and
buildings to roads.
Eleven different models running one after another are coupled
with Visual Basic code in ArcGIS Desktop to complete the
geoprocessing. The models vary in complexity and require
in-depth knowledge of the data. Although developing these
models took considerable time, now geoprocessing takes only
20 minutes and vastly reduces mistakes and errors.

Following the initial setup, the end results are that each margin
and template takes less than one minute to generate, mistakes
and errors are greatly reduced, and a considerable amount of
work is saved.

Cartographic Editing and Production
The third challenge TASMAP solved was cartographic editing and
production. The top issue was placement of annotation, which is

"Now, our cartographers can focus on cartography," says

now created directly from the data itself using Esri's Maplex for

Chilcott.

ArcGIS extension. Maplex for ArcGIS manages symbolization and
placement of annotation through user-defined rules based on
map complexity. Annotation placement is prioritized according to
sophisticated cartographic rules, and filters are set up to handle
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densely packed annotation in urban areas differently than filters

intricate manual processes with a single map sheet taking many

for annotation in rural areas.

people months to produce."

The changes TASMAP has seen with digitally managing

A feature class of the map extents is linked to the stock database

annotation include a significant reduction in time spent to create

in ArcGIS to produce maps and reports of real-time stock levels,

the maps.

predicted stock levels for the coming 12 months, and where the

"Traditionally, 'lettering the map'—the process of selecting the
type, preparing the names, and placing them in position—was
considered among the more complex and time-consuming
parts of the cartographic process," explains Chilcott. "Now it is
significantly less time-consuming and considerably easier than in
the past."

Printing
The last challenge in the workflow of cartographic production
is printing. TASMAP produces maps using offset printing,
sending maps in PDF files to the printers. The maps are created
using standard cyan, magenta, yellow, and key black (CMYK)
color. Chilcott adds, "Recently, we began to export the almostcompleted map to Adobe Illustrator for finishing to ensure that
the CMYK color separation for offset printing could be achieved."

highest selling areas are. ModelBuilder, the interface used to
build and edit geoprocessing models in ArcGIS, is used to create
a weighted matrix to model these factors to assist in identifying
which maps should be worked on over the coming 12 months. In
the past, it took up to four cartographers 6 months to produce
a map. "Today, maps can be produced quickly and efficiently in
about two weeks by automating many of the mundane tasks,"
Chilcott says.
ArcGIS is now used for the entire mapping process—from data
extraction, editing, and finishing to the final export to PDF for
printing. "No other application needs to be used in the entire
process," Chilcott emphasizes. Chilcott points out that one of
the main factors for the success of the project was the fact that it
was a team effort and the cartographers were on board from the
start.
(This article originally appeared in the Spring 2009 issue of ArcNews Online.)

GIS for the Entire Process
TASMAP has witnessed significant changes in map production
methods since it began creating the series more than 30 years
ago. "Before GIS," Chilcott explains, "map production involved
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Dynamic Topographic Basemap Production
Enterprise Product on Demand Technology Significantly
Improves Efficiency for U.S. Forest Service
Highlights
• GIS helps USFS reduce basemap revision cycle.
• USFS users can generate maps on the fly with custom quad
extents.
• The new system eliminates dependence on film-based map
printing.
The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) was established in 1905 as an
agency of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
with the mission "to provide the greatest amount of good for
the greatest amount of people in the long run," according to
Gifford Pinchot, its first chief. Today, USFS operates through nine
geographic regions and manages 193 million acres of the United
States' national forests and grasslands.

Database-driven symbology via ArcGIS Server Map Service.

The USFS Geospatial Service and Technology Center (GSTC) is

The Challenge: Improving Map Production Efficiency

responsible for producing and disseminating geospatial data as
well as providing a wide range of technical support services to
the USFS. GSTC directly supports mission-critical activities, such
as forest planning, recreation, habitat modeling, forest health
protection, resource inventory management, transportation
management, and fire planning and response.
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GSTC manages the production and maintenance of basemap
products covering the lands managed by the USFS. These
products include 1:24,000- and (in Alaska) 1:63,360-scale
topographic maps. In the contiguous 48 states, the map extent
is 7 1/2 minutes by 7 1/2 minutes. In Alaska, the map extent is
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either 15 minutes by 20 minutes or 15 minutes by 22 1/2 minutes.

based user interface allows users to browse and select data, then

The extent of each map is known as a quadrangle, or quad. GSTC

produce the desired map.

manages more than 10,600 quads.
Historically, any revision of a quad required generating five filmbased color separation layers. Over the years, map revision has
become increasingly expensive using this process. Making very
minor revisions was cost prohibitive. In addition, it took over
10 years for a specific quad to be scheduled into GSTC's map
revision program and then revised.

The Solution: Enterprise Product
on Demand Technology
GSTC, through its close association with Esri Professional
Services, learned of Esri's successful implementation of its
Enterprise Product on Demand Service (ePODS) for the National

FSTopo user interface.

Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA).
Byron Taylor, GSTC project manager, says, "Knowing that

The FSTopo system was built on service-oriented architecture

the product had been successfully implemented at NGA was

using Esri commercial off-the-shelf software. ArcGIS Server

important as we considered the risks common to technology

provides the GIS Web services and portal functionality. The Web

integration and analyzed the technology against Forest Service

portal lets users access FSTopo anytime from any USFS computer.

business requirements."

The project team migrated GSTC's cartographic database to a

GSTC then contracted with Esri Professional Services to create

geodatabase schema comprising descriptive subtypes and coded

a similar approach tailored to meet USFS needs—FSTopo.

value domains. Once the database was populated, map template

FSTopo is database driven and enables on-the-fly generation

documents were constructed. The templates included static and

and downloading of large-scale topographic maps. The Web-

dynamic margin elements.
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While, traditionally, GSTC has produced these maps according
to a standard, static quad extent, users can now choose a
custom quad extent by selecting their own map centerpoint.
This allows them to generate maps for user-specified areas of
interest. The custom extent is displayed relative to the standard
extent in a diagram in the margin. The declination diagram,
showing the relationship between magnetic and true north, is
generated according to the centerpoint selected by the user.
The deliverable is a map in Adobe PDF, which the user can save,
print, or plot. FSTopo maps use feature symbology that has been
designated or designed according to product standards. Map
marginalia are generated on the fly.

Reduce Map Production Time and Increase Efficiency
Since the launch of FSTopo in June 2007, GSTC has achieved
significant improvements in map production efficiency. Karen
Nabity, GSTC map production expert working on the project
team, reports, "By adapting the product on demand technology
to meet our production requirements, we are able to get minor
changes to the customer much faster." Now that edits are not
subject to the film-based workflow, the turnaround time for
minor revisions has been notably reduced from over 10 years to
approximately 3–6 months. In addition, the costs and overhead
associated with film-based printing have been eliminated. The
FSTopo site provides 365/24/7 access to USFS users.
Sample map produced using the FSTopo System.
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"FSTopo is key to our success as we leverage current technology
to reduce map production costs and get more current
information into the hands of users more quickly," says Nabity.
(This article originally appeared in the Winter 2009/2010 issue of ArcNews
Online.)
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OneGeology Geospatial Portal
World's Geologic Survey Data Shared
Highlights
• OneGeology project provides a genuinely dynamic web
portal to make available the world's geologic data.
• Many geologic surveys capture and attribute data and
prepare it for the Internet.
• Web mapping services are developed with ArcGIS for Server.

1:50,000. All the
data is available to
view for free, and an
increasing amount is
available to download
for free. OneGeology
ushers in a new
era of geography

The OneGeology portal joins geographic
survey data for a complete view of the earth's
geology.

Nearly every country in the world has a geologic survey, some

services with the

of which are the oldest scientific organizations in existence.

launch of distributed

Geologic surveys, both federal and state, are responsible for

web service systems, much of them using Esri technology. Many

maintaining the geologic data and knowledge of their territory.

geologic surveys are using ArcGIS for Desktop to capture and

Access to this data benefits the economy of the nation and the

attribute data and prepare it for the Internet and ArcGIS for

health of its people and furthers geoscience. The problem is in

Server to serve the WMS. GIS users can use geologic survey

accessing geologic data from so many contributors, because

data to generate specific maps, show correlations, and create

it has been collected, stored, and coded with huge variation.

basemaps that can be brought as map layers directly into their

Fortunately, today's GIS technology helps collectively show what

project environments.

lies beneath the earth's surface.

The GIS-enabled portal provides access to a truly distributed

OneGeology (www.onegeology.org) is the first-ever open-access

system—geology data available and stored on the servers of

portal to the geologic survey data of the world. Its web mapping

each country's survey organization. OneGeology also offers

service (WMS) makes the world's geologic data available at a

access to many regional and global datasets provided by the

general scale of 1:1 million, and for some countries at scales of

Commission for the Geological Map of the World. You can see all
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the geology of Europe, North America, South America, and Asia

data, and France serves Cameroon's data. The French are

at a variety of scales from 1:1 million to 1:25 million. Furthermore,

also helping Cameroon build its technology. The aspiration is

the portal allows users to look at metadata, statements of use,

that supported countries will eventually be able to serve their

and catalogs and visualize geographic data at small to large

own data, but in the meantime, their data is on the web and

scales. The original data's format may be diverse, but as long

accessible. The data, however, remains within the originating

as it is spatially referenced and the contributor has put it into

country's ownership.

OneGeology's interoperable format, it can be viewed and
accessed. Some countries actually provide high-resolution data
on their servers that is accessible through the portal.
Geologic mapping varies in approach and detail from country
to country, between the developed and the developing world,
between Europe and the United States, and even between the
countries of one region or the states of one nation. Over the
years, geologic survey organizations have faced, and still do
face, the challenges of scanning, vectorizing, attributing, and
web-enabling their data. An essential part of the development of
OneGeology has been the exchange of know-how and provision
of guidance and support so that any geologic survey can take
part in serving its data. Participating geologic surveys contribute
the best geologic data they can that covers their territories.
OneGeology participants help each other. If a country has

Geology on a 3D globe.

geologic data but does not have the technology to serve that
data, it can enter an agreement with another country to host the
data as a service. For example, Ghana's geologic data is served
from the German Geological Survey in Hannover, Germany. The
UK serves Afghanistan's data, the Netherlands serves Suriname's
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"OneGeology's arms are wide," says Ian Jackson, British
Geological Survey (BGS) Operations director and OneGeology
coordinator. "OneGeology accepts any geologic survey
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organization that wants to join and does not turn anyone away;

support the portal and the registry access, BRGM has put in

therefore, it has inherently assumed the challenge of getting this

place an infrastructure of 15 virtual servers. The hub is guided

data ready to serve. Fortunately, all participants have happily

and supported by two international groups—the Operational

taken up the challenge, and those who have never before been

Management Group (OMG) and the Technical Working Group

interested in interoperability are now willing to shape and adopt

(TWG). The Steering Group, which provides strategic guidance

these standards and markup language to make their work more

for OneGeology, is composed of geologic survey directors who

easily accessible through the portal."

represent six continents.

Today, 116 countries participate in OneGeology, more than 40

The objective of the OneGeology project is to provide a

of which are serving data using a web map portal, protocols,

genuinely dynamic web portal that makes available up-to-date

registries, and GIS server technology to harvest and serve data

information that can be accessed and consumed by a host of

from around the world. OneGeology is a working example of a

sectors in the international community. To do this, the team

spatial data infrastructure (SDI). More than 200 map datasets at

needed the model to accept data from its diverse community.

local, national, continental, or global levels are registered and

It has adopted and helped accelerate the development

documented with standardized metadata.

of GeoSciML—a geography markup language derivative.

Two regional initiatives are strongly linked to OneGeology. The
first is OneGeology-Europe, a two-year project funded by the
European Commission that involves 21 European countries. The
second is the U.S. project Geoscience Information Network (GIN),
which is funded by the National Science Foundation. Within the
United States, many states' geologic survey organizations, as well

Developed by the International Union for the Geological Sciences
Commission, this application is used to transfer geologic
information, and it supports interoperability of information
served from geologic surveys. Using this tool allows surveys to
more easily share data, communicate, and collaborate through a
common language.

as the United States Geological Survey (USGS), are OneGeology

Using the web service address available in the register, each

participants.

dataset can be displayed in various GIS packages or portals. Built

OneGeology is coordinated through a two-part hub—a
secretariat based at BGS and the portal technology and
servers provided by the French geologic survey, BRGM. To
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on technology that makes extensive use of Esri ArcGIS software,
the OneGeology system has been designed and optimized to
serve, search, and display multiple layers coming from distributed
providers. The portal provides the usual visualization tools (e.g.,
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zoom, pan, transparency control), as well as the functionality

Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC), catalog was achieved before

to save a combination of datasets into a web map context that

the end of 2009. This makes possible the connection between the

can be shared with other users. Maps produced on distributed

OneGeology catalog and external catalogs supporting OGC/ISO

servers are sent directly to web clients on the user side. Every

standards.

participant delivers its geologic data via a standard web service
(WMS, WFS, or WCS). The list of metadata for the map service is
collected into a catalog of services, which is centrally managed.
The portal can display and aggregate all map data.

According to Jackson, the missions of OneGeology and Esri—to
make spatial data more accessible and add value to that data for
societal benefit—are entirely aligned, as is their common goal of
improving the quality and consistency of that data through global

To help the participants register their datasets, a Technical

standards. As many of the geologic surveys that provide data

Working Group has developed standards, including those for

to OneGeology already use Esri technology, this agreement will

naming the datasets. It also provides "cookbooks" for preparing

level the playing field. It means that many other surveys will have

web services to deliver maps or features according to GeoSciML

an opportunity to deploy up-to-date technology.

standards. These cookbooks are available for download on the
OneGeology website.

The benefits for the scientific and educational communities
are enormous. Participating countries are gaining economic

The project progressed much faster than anyone anticipated.

advantages as well. Natural resource ventures that normally

At the initiation of the project in 2006, the OneGeology team

spend a large portion of their exploration and development

thought it would eventually show some results in 2012. The

budgets on geologic data gathering and harmonization are

idea was so popular that the team was actually able to have

finding that OneGeology is an entry-level resource to begin their

data available via the portal by 2008. In 2009, ArcGIS for Server

own more in-depth projects. The portal also provides them with

technology contributed to giving this global system a boost

the contact information for surveys within the country or region

in performance and extendability. A new version of the portal

they are interested in exploring. This capability helps countries

was released in June 2009 that provides better performance,

attract some of these investors.

an improved user interface, and new functions for searching the
registry dataset. The services that deliver features (WFS) will be
more visible for the users looking for data access and download.

The progress that OneGeology has made is impressive; however,
some serious challenges remain.

A technical evolution from the current "register" to an Open
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Getting in touch with organizations in countries that are not
participating in OneGeology and reaching the right people in
these organizations have not been easy. Some organizations
say they are unable to serve data because their national laws or
organization business models require them to charge a fee for
geologic map data. A major challenge is that many participating
nations will need GIS and web technology and training to allow
them to contribute as they would want. This underlines the
fact that OneGeology's goal of knowledge transfer is of prime
importance.
Esri is now fully aiding the collaborative endeavor by providing
OneGeology with GIS technology and support that will surely
improve the web mapping service capabilities of the participating
geologic survey organizations. Participants and users will find a
richer GIS experience for publishing and using this geologic data.

More Information
For more information, contact Ian Jackson, Operations director,
British Geological Survey (e-mail: ij@bgs.ac.uk). Experience the
OneGeology website at www.onegeology.org.
(This article originally appeared in the Fall 2010 issue of ArcNews Online.)
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